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supra 
Artificial and Bioengineered Organs Can End the Shortage
The Science of Lab-Grown Organs: Vaginas, Noses Now Possible
Id
See The 3D Bioprinting Revolution
As More Patients Get Lab-grown Body Parts, Scientists Face Challenge of Making Complex Organs
The Next Frontier in 3-D Printing: Human Organs
upra
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A Review of a Bi-layered Living Cell Treatment 
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Printing a Human Kidney
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3D Human Tissues for Medical Research & Therapeutics
See Replacement Organs and Tissues
see also Using Ink-Jet 
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On the Human Body as Property: The Meaning of Embodiment, Markets, 
and the Meaning of Strangers
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Commercialization in Fetal-Tissue Transplantation: Steering 
Medical Progress to Ethical Cures
Closing the Organ Gap: A Reciprocity-Based Social Contract 
Approach
National Organ Trans-
plant Act: Hearing on H.R. 4080 Before the Subcomm. on Health of the H. Comm. on Ways & Means
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B. How Does 3-D Bioprinting Implicate the Motivations Behind the 
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3-D BIOPRINTING
3D Bioprinting of Tissues and Organs
Id.
See generally id.
See FDA Regulation of Human Cells, Tissues, and Cellular and Tissue-Based Products 
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New 3D Bioprinter to Reproduce Human Organs, Change the Face of Healthcare: The Inside 
Story, 
HIV Positive Organ Donation and Transplantation 2012
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Researchers Closing in on Printing 3-D 
Hearts
supra
See generally Instead of Waiting for Donor Organs, Patients Could Have 
New Ones Grown in the Lab
See generally , Lab-grown Organs Might be Solution to Transplant Woes
See generally Ultrasound Guided Fine Needle Aspiration Bi-
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Statutory and Constitutional Interpretation
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Roe v. Wade See generally supra see 
also Fetal Tissue Transplants
supra
See generally
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NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms
supra
supra
Fetal Stem Cell Transplantation: Past, Present, and Future
See Status of Fetal Tissue Transplantation for the Treatment 
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Three Dimensional (3D) Bone Derived from Stem Cells as a Novel Model for Mineralization
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B. What Is a “Valuable Consideration” Under NOTA? 
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Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural 
Resource Defense Council, Inc.
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Vested Seniority Rights: A Conceptual 
Approach
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